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Abstract. This paper addresses a systemic problem in science: although
datasets collected through scientific protocols may be properly stored,
the protocol itself is often only recorded on paper or stored electronically
as the script developed to implement the protocol. Once the scientist who
has implemented the protocol leaves the laboratory, this record may be
lost. Collected datasets without a description of the process used to pro-
duce them become meaningless; furthermore, the experiment designed
to produce the data is not reproducible. In this paper we present the
ProtocolDB system that aims at assisting scientists in the process of (1)
designing and implementing scientific protocols, (2) storing, querying,
and transforming scientific protocols, and (3) reasoning about collected
experimental data (data provenance).

1 Introduction

Public biological resources form a complex maze of heterogeneous data sources,
interconnected by navigational capabilities and applications. Although this wide
and valuable network offers scientists multiple options to execute their scientific
protocols, selecting the resources suitable to obtain and exploit their data of
interest is a tedious task. When designing a scientific protocol, they struggle to
consolidate the best information about the scientific objects being studied and
to implement it in terms of queries against biological resources. These protocols,
although expressed at a conceptual level, are typically implemented using the
resources the scientist is most familiar with, instead of the resources that may
best meet the protocol’s needs. This implementation-driven approach to express
scientific protocols may significantly affect the outcome of a scientific experiment.

The biological semantic Web is diverse and offers multiple orthogonal view-
points on scientific data. Each viewpoint is expressed by the way the data are
organized (e.g., GenBank is sequence-centric when GeneCards is gene-centric),
the access capabilities offered to scientists to retrieve data (e.g., to access gene
descriptions in GeneCards, one can use a full-text search engine or provide a
HUGO symbol), the applications, annotations, and links and indices to other
relevant resources. In addition to this structural diversity, biological resources
offer a rich semantic diversity characterized by data coverage (entries present
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in the data source), identity, characterization and annotations (set of attributes
pertaining to each entry), links and indices between entries, the domain, image,
and cardinality of those links, quality, consistency, reliability, etc. All these se-
mantic characteristics are metrics that may be used to predict the outcome of
the execution of a scientific protocol on selected resources. Syntactic, semantic
and cost characteristics all participate in the outcome of the execution of a sci-
entific protocol. Indeed, the selection of a resource may dramatically affect the
dataset collected at execution time [7].

To assist adequately scientists in the process of expressing scientific proto-
cols, it is necessary to understand what scientific protocols are, how they are
structured, how scientists express them, and how they are implemented for ex-
ecution. While they are critical components of the scientific process that leads
to discovery, scientific protocols have been poorly studied. A scientific protocol
is the process that describes the experimental component of scientific reasoning.
Scientific reasoning follows a hypothetico-deductive pattern, i.e., the successive
expression of a causal question, a hypothesis, the predicted results, the design of
an experiment, the actual results of the experiment, the comparison of the pre-
dicted results and the actual results, and the conclusion, which may or may not
be supportive of the hypothesis [8]. Scientific protocols (or equivalently pipelines,
workflows, or dataflows) are complex procedural processes composed of a suc-
cession of scientific tasks that express the way the experiment is conducted. Al-
though there is no commonly used definition of what a scientific protocol really
is, in January 2003 a brainstorming session devoted to scientific protocols1 iden-
tified the following characteristic: a succession of steps (recipe) that describes
a process that can be reproduced. A scientific protocol thus describes how the
experiment is conducted and records all information necessary to reproduce the
same experiment. In the context of digital scientific protocols each step of the
protocol is a bioinformatics task [15,1] that records how biological data are pro-
duced from measurements, extracted from a data source or resulting from an
application, etc.

In this paper we present the ProtocolDB system that aims at assisting sci-
entists in the process of (1) designing and implementing scientific protocols,
(2) storing, querying, and transforming scientific protocols, and (3) reasoning
about collected experimental data (data provenance). A motivation example is
presented in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to conceptual protocols whereas the
selection of resources and their integration are discussed in Section 4. We discuss
related work in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.

2 Motivating Example

Alternative Splicing (AS) is the splicing process of a pre-mRNA sequence tran-
scribed from one gene that leads to different mature mRNA molecules thus to
1 The session took place during the Dagstuhl Seminar 03051 devoted to Information

and Process Integration: A Life Science Perspective. The material presented at the
seminar is available at http://www.dagstuhl.de/03051/.
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different functional proteins. Alternative splicing events are produced by differ-
ent arrangements of the exons of a given gene. The Alternative Splicing Protocol
(ASP) described as follows is currently supporting the BioInformatics Pipeline
Alternative Splicing Services BIPASS [6].

The Alternative Splicing Protocol (ASP) takes a set of transcripts as in-
put and returns clusters of transcripts aligned to a gene. The process of
alignment consists of an alignment of each transcript sequence against
each genomic sequence of a whole genome of one or more organisms. This
step is executed with all known transcripts extracted from different pub-
lic databases. A clustering step immediately follows the alignment step.
That step allows delimiting the transcript region of a gene excluding its
regulation region. A cluster normally represents or may be representative
of all intermediate transcripts (from the Pre-messenger-RNA(s) to the
mature messenger-RNA(s)) required to obtain one or several functional
translated proteins from the same gene.

Such a protocol description expresses the design protocol, i.e., its scientific
aim. It specifies two scientific tasks with a conceptual description of their inputs
and outputs illustrated in Figure 1.

1. Task 1 performs an alignment of transcripts against genomic sequences. The
results (output) of this task is an alignment of the transcripts with respect
to the genomic sequence.

2. Task 2 performs a clustering of the aligned transcripts. The result (output)
of this task is a list of clusters of transcripts.

In general the description of a scientific protocol is a textual document that
combines the scientific aim with the resources used to implement it. For example,
ASP could be described as follows.

ASP performs a first alignment with BLAT, selects the 10% first ranked
alignments, extracts the aligned transcripts and the aligned genomic se-
quences. Then it completes the extracted genomic sequences with 50,000
bases in upstream and downstream. It re-aligns the transcripts against
the resulting genomic sequences with SIM4 and clusters the results.

Such a protocol description is a poor record of the process.

– A textual document is difficult to parse to extract the exact tasks involved,
their ordering, and all needed semantic and structural information exploited
when retrieving, querying, and reasoning about scientific protocols.

Fig. 1. Alternative splicing design protocol
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– It mixes the scientific aim and the resource selection (i.e., BLAT and SIM4).
This makes it difficult to revise the protocol with new resources and com-
pare their results. It also affects the ability to integrate data collected from
different protocol implementations with similar scientific aim.

– It does not record the reasons why a simple scientific task such as a se-
quence alignment needs to be split into a sub-protocol involving five tasks:
alignment, filter, extraction, collection, and alignment.

– It does not specify how the resources were integrated (schema mapping,
variable binding).

In ProtocolDB, a scientific protocol is composed of a design protocol that
captures its scientific aim expressed with respect to a domain ontology, and
one or more implementations that specify the resources selected to implement
each task and the dataflow expressed as ontology-driven schema mappings. The
design protocol is mapped to implementation protocols, themselves mapped to
experimental data collected after their execution as illustrated in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Life Cycle of a scientific protocol

3 Design Protocol

A design protocol (or conceptual protocol) is a graph composed of connected
scientific tasks whose inputs and outputs are collections of conceptual variables.
Each scientific design task is a design protocol. Complex design protocols are
composed of scientific design tasks connected with two binary operators • and
⊗, respectively denoting the successor operator and the parallel composition [4,3].
I (resp. O) denotes the input (resp. output) of the design task or protocol.
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Definition 1. The set of design protocols D is the closure of the set of design
tasks T under two binary operators • and ⊗.

– T ⊂ D
– ∀P1, P2 ∈ D if IP2 = OP1 then P1 •P2 ∈ D, IP1•P2 = IP1 and OP1•P2 = OP2 .
– ∀P1, P2 ∈ D then P1⊗P2 ∈ D, IP1⊗P2 = [IP1 , IP2 ] and OP1⊗P2 = [OP1 , OP2 ].

A design protocol expresses the scientific aim of the protocol in terms of a do-
main ontology such as described in Figure 3. The design protocol is a conceptual
protocol where each task expresses a conceptual scientific task or relationship.
The dataflow captured by a design protocol is expressed in terms of collections
of variables typed with respect to classes in an ontology. For example, the ASP
design task alignment takes as input a record [s1, {s2}], where s1 and s2 are
two variables of type Sequence. Two design tasks (or protocols) may be com-
posed sequentially if the input of the latter is the same as the output of the
former.

3.1 Protocol Entry in ProtocolDB

The ProtocolDB entry interface allows scientists to edit and store scientific pro-
tocols. To enter a new protocol, a scientist registers in the system and records
the context of the protocol (institution, author, etc.). Documents may be up-
loaded to the system. Once the overall scientific protocol is described, the user
starts constructing the design protocol (conceptual workflow) from the interface
shown in Figure 4. The initial step consists of a protocol blackbox (root) that
represents the overall protocol.2

The user may rename the protocol (1), specify inputs (2) and outputs (3),
and enter a description (4). Then the user may select one of two operators:
split sequential or split parallel shown in the lower right square. By selecting the
split sequential operator, the system splits the selected task box (root) into two
successive tasks. The operator split sequential inserts a new task right after the
selected task in the protocol branch. By default, the input (resp. output) of the
new inserted task is a tuple composed of the input and output (resp. output)
of the selected task. In contrast split parallel splits the protocol branch into
two branches. One of the branches corresponds to the selected task whereas the
second branch inserts a new task box with the same input and output than the
selected task. The default specifications may be changed when documenting
the new task box (input variables may be removed and new output may be
produced).

Editing functions (currently under development) allow the user to remove
tasks and upload existing protocols to instantiate a task box. Once the de-
sign protocol is entered in ProtocolDB, the user may map it to one or several
implementations.

2 Our approach follows a top-down approach splitting step-by-step the protocol into
connected tasks.
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Fig. 3. Portion of a domain ontology

4 Implementation Protocol

An implementation protocol is a graph composed of connected scientific resources
(database queries or tools) whose inputs and outputs are data types. A single
bioinformatics service is an implementation protocol. Complex implementation
protocols are composed of scientific resources connected with the same two bi-
nary operators • and ⊗ used to express design protocols. Each design task box
of the design protocol is mapped to an implementation protocol. A single design
task may be mapped to a complex implementation protocol invoking several
bioinformatics resources, queries, and/or connectors to translate data formats
(see Section 4.2). We first describe how services are selected to implement a de-
sign protocol in Section 4.1. We address the problem of service composition in
Section 4.2.

4.1 Selecting Services

To enter an implementation protocol for a given design protocol, the user clicks on
the New Implementation button that displays the tab implementation. Click-
ing on the implementation tab activates a new window where the user documents
the implementation version to be entered. Then the implementation protocol
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Fig. 4. ProtocolDB entry interface

may be entered with the window shown in Figure 5 opened by clicking on the
Implementation Diagram tab.

Each selected design task (A) is first mapped to an implementation task box
(B) that can be expanded with the two operators to create the corresponding
implementation sub-protocol (red dark rectangle). Each implementation task
may be instantiated with a bioinformatics resource by choosing a tool within a
of resources (C).

4.2 Mapping Services

The selection of resources to implement a scientific protocol may lead to multiple
successive attempts often failing because of syntactic, semantic, and efficiency
reasons [5]. After discovering services that are relevant to the implementation
of a protocol, the next step is to identify whether these services are compatible.
Two services are semantically compatible when their respective input and output
types refer to the same ontological class. However, semantic compatibility does
not always correspond to syntactic interoperability. ProtocolDB relies on the use
of domain ontologies to reconciliate conflicts occurring when a given scientific
object is represented with different syntactical structures by bioinformatics re-
sources. For instance, a scientist may select BLAT and SIM4 to implement the
alignment design task identified in Section 2. The two alignment tools are seman-
tically similar: their inputs and outputs are constructs of the same conceptual
classes (Figure 3).
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Fig. 5. ProtocolDB implementation protocol entry interface

The outputs and inputs of BLAT and SIM4 are closely related but cannot be
composed (Figure 6(a)). An executable implementation would require a connec-
tor to compose the two services (Figure 6(b)). ProtocolDB relies on BioOnMap
to generate mappings for data transformation and conversion [17,18] by exploit-
ing domain knowledge expressed in an ontology. Because the description of the
implementation of scientific protocols in ProtocolDB is mapped to a design pro-
tocol characterized by an ontology, the task of mapping bioinformatics services
may exploit the domain knowledge of the ontology.

To generate a mapping, BioOnMap considers the semantic type of each input
and output of services to identify whether the output of the former is com-
patible with the input of the latter. For instance, BLAT produces an output
of semantic type aligned Transcript while SIM4 accepts as inputs a set of
DNA sequence and a set of Sequence. Exploiting the domain ontology depicted
in Figure 3, BioOnMap may infer that a Transcript is semantically equiva-
lent to a Sequence and a DNA sequence is a sub-class of the same class, i.e.,
Sequence, which means that the two concepts Transcript and DNA sequence
are semantically equivalent. Consequently, BioOnMap infers that the two ser-
vices are semantically compatible. On the syntactic side, the format expected by
SIM4 is FASTA which is an instance of the sequence Format class, the output
format of BLAT is PSL which is also a sequence Format. The mapping between
the design and the implementation levels is given by the ontological relationship
”a sequence has-a sequence Format”. FASTA and PSL are instances of the same
conceptual class, they refer to different representations of the same scientific ob-
ject, i.e., Sequence. In that case, the BioOnMap generates a connector service
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(a) Implementation of alignment task in ASP

(b) Semantic mapping

Fig. 6. BLAT takes a set of transcripts in FASTA format and genomic sequences in NIB
format and returns an alignment file in PSL format. SIM4 takes both inputs in FASTA
format and produces an alignment in a format specific to SIM4.

that syntactically translates a PSL file into a FASTA file. Finally, each connector
is invoked automatically in the implementation protocol. Once the implementa-
tion is completed, the protocol can be executed with a workflow system such as
Taverna [14], Kepler [11], or Mobyle [12]. After execution, the data collected at
each step of the protocol execution are stored in ProtocolDB and provide the
fourth layer of our approach (bottom of Figure 2). The mapping of collected
datasets to their corresponding implementation and design tasks provides the
framework needed to reason about data provenance [2].

5 Discussion

The distinctive features of ProtocolDB presented in this paper include: 1) a two-
layer model for the representation of protocols and 2) a light-weight semantic
support by the use of domain ontologies that enhances significantly the compo-
sition and enactment of Web services.

ProtocolDB aims at providing support for designing, storing, and reasoning
on scientific protocols. The two-layer representation of protocols with a design
protocol mapped to one or several implementation protocols offers valuable func-
tionalities to the user. The design protocol expresses the scientific aim in terms
of classes and relationships of a domain ontology. An implementation protocol
describes the way the scientific aim will be achieved. Because technology changes
over time, it is a way to record within a laboratory the various ways a particular
experiment is conducted identifying the machines, robots, and other technology
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involved in the process. Another benefit of the approach is to let the scientist
explore and compare the performance of different implementations. ProtocolDB
is not developed to execute scientific protocols but it is a system that offers
the ability to reason about scientific protocols. BioOnMap allows support for
composing services and generates protocols that can be executed. Future func-
tionalities of the system include support to selection of resources suitable with
the user’s needs, prediction of the outcome of an execution (performance and
quality of results), protocol re-use (query protocols, find similar protocols).

In contrast, workflow systems such as Taverna [13], Kepler [11], or Mobyle
[12] enable the construction and execution of workflows over distributed Web
services. These platforms are implementation-driven and they do not capture
the scientific aim of the protocol. They do not provide a query language to
query, compare, re-use scientific protocols stored in a repository. ProtocolDB
aims at generating implementation protocols in a format compatible with these
platforms so that once they have been entered, they can be easily uploaded and
executed by these systems.

Expressing complex executable workflows remains a difficult, time-consuming,
and expensive task. One of the reasons for this difficulty is the large number
of bioinformatics resources. The paradigm of semantic Web services offers the
possibility of highly flexible Web services architectures where new services can
be quickly discovered, orchestrated, and composed into workflows [10]. Taverna
relies on the Feta system to search semantically candidate services [9]. In the
future we will integrate the Semantic Map [16] approach to ProtocolDB to guide
scientists who wish to explore the maze of available resources to implement
design tasks.

In the BioOnMap system [18], we present a formal framework of semantic de-
scriptions for stateless services. From a syntactic point of view, our framework
enhances resource description provided by OWL-S Service Profile (i.e., input
and output description). Web services are being independently created by many
parties worldwide, using different terminologies (ontologies) and datatypes, hin-
dering their integration and reusability [19]. Taverna proposes a list of ”shims”,
i.e., services that resolve basic syntactical mismatches in order to reconciliate
closely related inputs and outputs. However, a new shim needs to be manually
created for each pair of services that need to interoperate which make this manual
approach not scalable. [11] describes a scalable framework that uses mappings
to one or more ontologies for reconciling two services. Instead, the BioOnMap
approach provides a uniform approach to workflow and data integration [17].

6 Conclusion

Recording scientific protocols together with experimental data is critical to sci-
entific discovery. ProtocolDB presented in this paper is a system that assists
scientists in the expression of protocols and provides a framework for protocol
reuse and analysis, sharing, archival, and reasoning on provenance of exper-
imental data. Our approach exploits a domain ontology to index semantically
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each protocol task and collected dataset. Scientific protocols are expressed as
a pair of a design protocol that captures the scientific aim and one or more
implementations where services are selected and composed into an executable
workflow using BioOnMap. ProtocolDB provides the framework needed to record
scientific protocols so that they can be reproduced, thus validating experimental
results and to query, reuse, compare scientific protocols and their corresponding
collected datasets. In the future we will include Semantic Map [16], a system de-
signed to assist scientists in the selection of the bioinformatics resources to imple-
ment their protocols. ProtocolDB is available at http://bioinformatics.eas.asu.
edu/siteProtocolDB/indexProtocolDB.htm.
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